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Per our earlier conversation, this is a way for you to show you have made projects that
encompass the whole range of skills using iSENSE that the course covers.

When answering the prompts, you will provide URLs to your iSENSE projects, data sets, or
visualizations. 

You are welcome to submit the same project multiple times to different prompts.

Please do not submit any project that was created by cloning someone else’s project.

1. Short Answer: Create an iSENSE project: Give URL to an
iSENSE project th...
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Answer

Give URL to an iSENSE project that you yourself authored. Cloned projects don't
count.

2. Short Answer: Upload spreadsheet: Give URL to a project
data set where ...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a project data set where you contributed data using spreadsheet upload
(either CSV or XLS).

Make sure to give the URL to the data set (click on the data set and see its
visualization, and copy-paste that).

E.g., for my project “Geographic Centers of Countries and States,” I would give this
URL

http://isenseproject.org/projects/3186/data_sets/71010

which is the data set entitled “World Countries.”

3. Short Answer: Use a contributor key: Give a URL to a project
you have crea...

Question

Answer

Give a URL to a project you have created which has a contributor key, and has data
sets contributed via that key.

4. Short Answer: Use a default visualization: Give URL to a
project you have create...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a project you have created which has a default visualization (e.g. it shows
bar chart automatically when you view data).

5. Short Answer: Upload media to a project: Give URL to a
project you have create...

Question
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Answer

Give URL to a project you have created which has a Word file, PDF, or other media
object in that project’s Media area.

6. Short Answer: Create a Saved Visualization: Give URL to a
Saved Visualization tha...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a Saved Visualization that you have created.

7. Short Answer: Edit project description: Give URL to a
project that has inform...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a project that has information that you wrote in its Project Description.

8. Short Answer: Use Group By: Give URL to a project (or
saved visua...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a project (or saved visualization) you created in which data are shown
using the “Group By” function. (You did this in Assignment 1, when you used Group By
> Species with the fish population data.)

9. Short Answer: Use thumbnail image: Give URL to a project
you created whi...

Question

Answer

Give URL to a project you created which has a thumbnail image when the project is
displayed on iSENSE's project index page.

10. Short Answer: Use tagging: Give URL to a project you
created tha...
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Question

Answer

Give URL to a project you created that has at least one tag.

11. Short Answer: Use a map: Give URL to an iSENSE project
yo...

Question

Answer

Give URL to an iSENSE project you created which will display its data using the Map
visualization.

12. Short Answer: Display time-series data: Give URL to an
iSENSE project yo...

Question

Answer

Give URL to an iSENSE project you created which displays its data using a timeline on
the X-axis.

Your project may either use the Timeline visualization (with a Timestamp field) or the
Scatter visualization (with a Number field named Time, set as the X axis).
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